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Abstract
Al₂O₃ thin-film deposited by atomic layer deposition is an attractive plasma etch mask for MEMS and NEMS. 20-nm-thick Al₂O₃ mask enables through silicon wafer plasma etching. Al₂O₃ is also an excellent etch mask for other important MEMS materials such as silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, and diamond. In this report, we systematically study nanoscale plasma etching of Al₂O₃ with electron beam lithography and deep UV resist masks. The gas composition and pressure were tuned for optimal etching, and redeposition conditions were mapped. With a BCl₃ and Ar plasma chemistry, the Al₂O₃ etch rate was controlled to between 0.1 to 1 nm/min. The etch selectivity of Al₂O₃ over resist ranged between 1:4 to 1:1. Etch-rate was linearly dependent on the substrate bias power. The etch profile angle can be controlled to between 20 and 82° that almost preserved the resist profile angle. For Al₂O₃ patterned with deep UV lithography, the smallest structures were 220 nm. For electron beam lithography patterns, the smallest gratings were 18-nm-wide with 50-nm-pitch. Using alumina as a hard mask, we show aspect ratio of 7-10 for subsequent silicon plasma etching, and we etched diamond nanopillars in single crystalline diamond. Based on these studies, we provide guidelines for alumina plasma etching on the nanoscale.
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Introduction
Amorphous Al₂O₃ thin-film deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) is an attractive plasma etch-mask for NEMS and MEMS. The etch selectivity of silicon over Al₂O₃ is outstanding [1] and can be as high as 100000:1 [2]. This is a remarkable improvement compared to 30:1 for photoresist. Al₂O₃ is also an excellent plasma etch mask for silicon nitride (57:1) [3], silicon dioxide (40:1) [3], and diamond which is normally etched by very powerful oxygen plasma using a silicon dioxide mask [4], [5]. In addition to etch deeper, compared to EBL and DUV resist masks, the main advantage of a thin hard mask is that the mask does not change during etching, and we can avoid undesired etching effects caused by mask erosion. Unlike polycrystalline ALD TiO₂ [6] which also has excellent selectivity, alumina is amorphous and preserve the original surface finish of the underlying substrate. Plasma etching of ALD Al₂O₃ [2], [7]–[12], and more detailed studies on plasma etching of sapphire exist [3], [13], [14]. Tegen and Moll studied plasma etching of sapphire using three plasma instruments including chemistry combinations of Ar, HCl, Cl₂, HBr, CF₄, SF₆, CHF₃, NF₃ [3]. They reported CF₄ plasma has the fastest etch rate of 1.2 nm/s. However, as the etch product AlF₃ is non-volatile, it is likely that the process is extremely physical. Hsu et al. reported BCl₃/Cl₂ chemistries, in agreement with Tegen and Moll, Cl₂ did not etch Al₂O₃ well, but 80% BCl₃ etched 10 times faster, and the etch rate is comparable to CF₄ plasma. This is because BOₓCy is volatile, while Cl alone does not form volatile compounds with oxygen. Complementary studies by Rasmussen showed Cl₂/BCl₃ plasma with 1.2 nm/s etch rate [15].

While previous studies optimize for highest etch rate, there are only two reports that optimize for etching with resist as etch mask. Rasmussen reported etch selectivity of UV photoresist over alumina can be as high as 2:1 using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) [15]. Wang and Goryll showed selectivity of PMMA resist over alumina be 5:1 using a pure BCl₃ plasma and a reactive ion etching instrument [16]. ALD alumina can also assist nanopattern transfer of directed self-assembly of block co-polymers with great fidelity [17], [18]. We were not able to find systematic studies of nanoscale ICP etch of ALD alumina, which is important if alumina must be used as an etch mask in the nanoscale. In this study, using EBL and deep UV (DUV) nanopattern resist masks, we report a systematic study of nanoscale ICP etching of ALD alumina with a BCl₃ and Ar plasma chemistry. Having optimized ICP etching, we transferred nanopatterns of alumina into the underlying silicon substrate.

Materials and Methods.
ALD alumina coated silicon samples were either coated with EBL or DUV resist and subsequently patterned by either EBL [19] or DUV lithography. The resist patterns were then transferred into the alumina by ICP etching. The ALD alumina patterns were used as an etch mask for ICP etching of silicon. We describe the details in the below.

Using Picosun R200 ALD instrument, silicon wafers (100 mm diameter) were coated with 100 nm of alumina at 300 °C using tetra methyl aluminum and H₂O precursors. For each ALD reaction cycle, the precursor
pulse time was 0.1 s and the nitrogen purge flow was 150 sccm, the purge time was 4 s [20]. The final thin-film thickness was measured using spectroscopic ellipsometer (Vase, J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.).

For DUV lithography experiments, the alumina coated Si wafers were dehydrated and vapor primed with HMDS at 150 °C degrees using a 310TA-E system from YES Inc. All resist processing and development were done by two robot systems (Gamma 2M, Süss). The 65-nm-thick bottom antireflective coating (BARC, DUV42s-6 from Brewer Science) layer was spin-coated at 4700 rpm for 60 s and soft baked at 175 °C for 60 s. The 360-nm-thick DUV resist (KRF M230Y from JSR-Micro) was spin-coated at 2500 rpm for 60 s and soft baked at 130 °C for 90 s. Carefully designed test resist patterns were made using a Canon DUV stepper (FPA-3000EX4) equipped with a 248 nm KrF excimer laser light source. Gratings, pillar and cavity arrays with as small as 200 nm critical dimensions were patterned down to 400 nm pitch. For each individual pattern, both the exposure dose and the focus were optimized with the help of the ProLith™ simulation software from KLA-Tencor in order to achieve the largest depth of focus. In the simulations a rectangular shaped process window was used with a CD tolerance of ±3% and an exposure latitude of 1.5%. For the cavity, grating and pillar arrays, best doses were respectively 40.6, 20.1 and 14.7 mJ/cm² with focus offsets of respectively 0.15, 0.17 and 0.16 µm, measured from the top of the resist surfaces into the resist. The simulations for the cavity, grating and pillar arrays led to critical dimensions of respectively 207.8, 195.7 and 206.1 nm and the achieved depth of focuses were respectively 0.32, 0.86, and 0.36 µm. The samples were post exposure baked at 130 °C for 60 s and developed in AZ 726 (AZ Electronic Materials) for 60 s, rinsed in DI water and dried by spin coating in a gentle nitrogen stream. The developer contains 2.38% TMAH that requires careful handling. The wafers were optically and SEM inspected. The BARC layer is not removed during development, and it was ICP (Pegasus, SPTS) etched with an oxygen chemistry. The parameters are 40 sccm O₂ flow, 5 mTorr pressure, 205 W coil power, and 20 W substrate bias power. The BARC etch rate was 2.0 nm/s.

For EBL, the ALD alumina coated Si wafers were dehydrated for 30 min at 250 °C in a convection oven. The EBL instrument is a JEOL JBX-9500FSZ with robot cassette sample loader installed in a specially designed cleanroom laboratory [19], the beam current was set to 0.2 nA for minimal beam diameter (4 nm). For positive-tone resist, we used CSAR 62 from AllResist Germany and ZEP520A from Zeonchemicals Japan. For 200-nm-thick CSAR resist coating, CSAR 62 was diluted 1:1 in anisole, spin coated at 4000 rpm for 30 s, and soft baked at 90 °C for 60 s. For 80-nm-thick ZEP resist coating, ZEP resist was diluted 1:1 in anisole, spin coated at 5000 rpm for 60 s, and soft baked at 180°C for 60 s. After EBL exposure, we developed for 60 s in AR-600-546. ZEP resist was exposed with dose 250 µC/cm², developed in ZED N50 for 60 s, and rinsed in IPA for 60 s. For negative-tone resist, we used hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) XR-1541-002 resist from Dow Corning. It was spin coated at 6000 rpm for 60 s (acceleration rate 4000 rpm/s), and soft baked at 80 °C for 30 s. After spin coating, the resist thickness was 38 nm measured by ellipsometry. The exposure dose was 20 mC/cm². After exposure, it was developed in AZ 726 MIF (2.38% TMAH, with 4% NaCl) at room temperature for 20 s, and rinsed in DI water for 60 s. The ALD alumina is etched by the developer, the etch rate was measured to 3 nm/min. To remove HSQ resist residues, samples were immersed in 0.02% Hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 10 s.

For pattern transfer into ALD alumina we used an ICP instrument (ICP Plus SPTS). The substrate temperature was set to 20 °C, the platen and coil frequencies were set to 13,56 MHz, the chamber and lid heaters were set to respectively 45 and 50 °C. The gases were BCl₃, and Ar. The total gas flow rate was 30
sccm, and the coil power was set to 1200 W which are well-balanced parameters for our ICP instrument [15]. To rule out instrument day to day drift, experiments used to construct each graph were performed uninterrupted, and 10 min oxygen plasma preconditioned the plasma chamber between every data point. Details of the instrument and alumina etch stability can be found in the PhD thesis of Rasmussen [15].

For silicon etching, we used an ICP instrument (Pegasus, SPTS). For ZEP resist patterns, remaining ZEP resist was removed by oxygen plasma such only ALD alumina served as the etch mask. For HSQ resist, we did not remove the remaining resist as the remover also quickly etched ALD alumina. A continuous Si etching process was applied, with 80 sccm C4F8 and 35 sccm SF6, the processing pressure was 15 mTorr, and substrate holder temperature was -19 °C. The sample was fixed to the sample holder by electrostatic clamping and the backside of the sample was helium cooled. The coil power was 900 W and the platen power was 40 W. This silicon etch was known to generate nanograss in areas with only silicon exposed to the plasma. Patterns on ZEP resist were etched for 15 minutes, HSQ resist gratings were etched for 2 minutes, and HSQ resist pillars for 6 minutes.

For diamond patterning and etching, we coated single crystalline diamond samples with 10-nm-thin ALD alumina, which will serve as the hard mask for diamond ICP etching. For patterning on single crystalline diamond samples, we needed to use our organic ice resist (OIR) method [21], because we were not able to uniformly spin coat EBL resist on 2 × 2 mm square diamond samples. For the OIR patterning, 60 nm of nonane ice was condensed onto the cold diamond sample and exposed at 20 keV. After OIR sublimation, the alumina was etched. The alumina is then used as the hard mask to etch diamond with ICP (Plus, SPTS) using an pure oxygen plasma.

Results and discussions

We carefully designed experiments exploring and optimizing ICP etching of alumina. Our strategy to explore a multi-parameter etch process is to firstly investigate the intensive parameters and subsequently probe the extensive parameters. The intensive parameters such as plasma chemistry and pressure have the greatest and often qualitative impact on the etching process, while instrument dependent extensive parameters such as substrate bias play a minor and quantitative role.

Following this strategy, we firstly explored the gas chemistry and pressure. We selected an Ar and BCl3 gas combination based on the following. Hsu et al. showed high etching rates of sapphire with a 80% BCl3 and 20% Cl2 plasma at 5 mTorr [13]. The addition of 20% Cl2 increased the etch rate by 10 %. The added etch rate is not relevant for nanostructures, and hence we did not add Cl2 to our plasma. Rasmussen etched sapphire using the same ICP instrument as in this study, and the best selectivity to resist was obtained at 0.5 mTorr, which was the lowest possible plasma pressure [15]. Despite the fast etch rate and good selectivity, unfortunately 0.5 mTorr plasma pressure was often unstable for our and most ICP instruments. Furthermore, 10 mTorr was required to strike the plasma, and the stabilization process might be sufficient to etch very thin layers of alumina. Kim and colleagues added Ar to the plasma [7]–[10], and this achieved a low partial pressure of reactive species and sustained a robust plasma. Unfortunately, how the addition of Ar affects the resist etching was not reported. While Wang and Goryll showed important result on nanoscale patterning of alumina, they used a RIE instrument which design is very different from ICP instruments.
Based on and inspired by the above prior art, we added Ar to BCl3 and measured the CSAR EBL resist etch rate and etch selectivity over alumina (Fig. 1). The total pressure was between 2 and 10 mTorr, and the bias was fixed to 30 W. Results in figure 1 shows that at 2 mTorr, the etch rate decreased drastically with addition of Ar. Above 50% Ar, we observed redeposition which resulted in a thicker mask, a negative etch rate and negative selectivity. For 5 mtorr, the etch rate and selectivity peaked at 50% Ar. Etch rate at 5 mTorr was higher than at 10 mTorr, and the selectivity was comparable. For 10 mTorr, the etch rate increased with Ar, and at 75% Ar, the etch rate was twofold compared to pure BCl3 plasma. The etch rate seemed to be very high at 100% Ar, but the resist mask was roughened, and we observed many particles on the sample that possibly originated from the Ar sputtering of reactor chamber. Our results show that 100% Ar process gave poor results, and 100% BCl3 at 10 mTorr gave less good selectivity which was in agreement with previous study [16]. Depending on the pressure, the selectivity was up to 3.5 fold better than a pure BCl3 plasma. Comparing all pressures and Ar content, the most robust (good selectivity, etch rate, and stable plasma) etching condition was between 5 and 10 mTorr, and about 50% Ar. According to these results, apparently, 5 mTorr, 50% Ar and BCl3 mixture was best suited for etching alumina. Another important advantage, at 5 mTorr the plasma can be easily established without a high pressure plasma striking and prolonged stabilization step. The plasma striking process can be sufficient to etch very thin layers, and hence creating a critical error in the etching process.

Importantly, alumina etch longer than about 10 min caused redeposition. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements revealed the redeposit contained aluminum, carbon, oxygen, and chlorine. Redeposition was prevented by 10 min oxygen plasma conditioning of ICP chamber. We speculated that the carbon from the resist formed polymer like substances with the other elements, and it accumulated with time in the plasma chamber, and eventually caused redeposition as the substrate was kept at the lowest temperature in the plasma chamber. This CwAlxClxOy polymer can and must be removed by oxygen plasma to avoid redeposition.

Figure 1. The influence of plasma chemistry and pressure on alumina etch rate and selectivity to the CSAR EBL resist. The plasma contained Ar and BCl3 mixture. All other plasma parameters were kept constant.
Having found an apparent optimal plasma chemistry, we investigated the etch profile dependence on pressure. The etch profile is particularly important for nanoscale etching because an uncontrolled etch profile can remove nanopatterns completely. Figure 2 shows the etch profile angle of the etched alumina, and the etch selectivity of DUV resist over alumina. The etching pressures were between 2 and 15 mTorr. The etching gas contained 50% BCl₃ and 50% Ar. The substrate bias power was set to 30 W. We examined the DUV pattern cross-sections with SEM. The profile angle of DUV resist after lithography was 85°. After etching at all pressures, we observed severe mask erosion, the sharp corners of the resist mask were rounded. Mask erosion plays a minor role at low etching pressure, which agrees well with the better selectivity. It is highly likely that this mask erosion leads to lower etch profile angles. The alumina etch profile angle decreased with increasing pressure, from 82° at 2 mTorr to 58° at 15 mTorr. The selectivity slightly deteriorated with increasing pressure. Both effects were because at higher pressures the etching was more physical as Ar sputtering played a more important and dominant role. This might be counter intuitive because higher pressures normally lead to more isotropic profiles, but previous [7], [10] and our results (Figure 1) showed that BCl₃ etched poorly at high pressures, and this suggest that higher pressures Ar dominates the etching. At 2 mTorr, the etching was almost anisotropic and preserved the DUV resist profile. At 2 and 5 mtorr, when the alumina film was etched through, and the silicon was exposed to the plasma,
redeposition took place. It was unclear when the redeposition took place as we observed that the plasma etched the silicon too. XPS measurements showed that the redeposit contained mainly carbon, oxygen, chlorine, and boron. There were also traces of silicon and aluminum. We did not observe redeposition at 10 and 15 mTorr. We reasoned that the sputtering Ar removes the nonvolatile compound. Our results showed that the chemistry of the underlying substrate material is also important for an etching process. The over etching into the silicon caused trenching that was clearly visible in the cross-section SEM images in Figure 2. Two effects are known to cause trench formation; firstly, the non-uniformity of Ar ion flux density caused by the grating geometry may cause trenching [22], secondly, the local charging of the resist and alumina hard mask locally deflects ions and lead to trenching [23].

We did not investigate the effects of elevated substrate temperature as most resists decompose and selectivity deteriorates. For below ambient substrate temperatures, we reasoned that redeposition problems will become more severe, and the interested reader is referred to Yang et al. [11]. Having established the dominating intensive parameters, we then investigated the extensive parameters. They are the gas flow, coil power, and platen power. The gas flow and coil power together generates the density of reactive species and the ionization in the plasma. Their optimal magnitudes depend on the design of the ICP tool, e.g. reaction chamber volume, vacuum system, etc. The etch rate is typically linearly dependent on coil power [11]. For our ICP tool, 30 sccm total gas flow is optimal, and coil power is 80% of its maximum value. For optimization detail please refer to Rasmussen [15].

![Figure 3. Etch selectivity of DUV resist over alumina and alumina etch profile angle with substrate bias varying between 10 and 100 W. The DUV resist was not removed before sample cleaving and SEM. The ICP contained 50% BCl3, and pressure was set to 5 mTorr.](image-url)
In this report, we studied the substrate bias power that modulates the kinetic energy of plasma ions. Figure 3 shows the alumina etch profile angle dependency on the substrate bias power. The bias power varied between 10 and 100 W, while the other parameters were kept constant at 50% BCl₃ and 50% Ar and 5 mTorr pressure. The profile angle decreased drastically to 30° as the bias power increased to 100 W. The physical etch dominated as the power increased to 100 W. Resist selectivity expectedly deteriorated, and resist erosion was clearly visible. The etch rate linearly increased fivefold from 0.2 nm/s to 1 nm/s as the bias power increased from 10 to 100W, which agreed well with prior art [11].

Having optimized alumina etching, as a demonstration, we transferred the nanopatterns into the alumina and the silicon substrate. Using DUV lithography, we patterned gratings, disc arrays, and cavity arrays down to 200 nm and 400 nm pitch. The patterns were then transferred into a 100-nm-thick ALD Al₂O₃ layer and subsequently into the underlying silicon wafer. Figure 4 show SEM images of ALD alumina disc arrays on the exposed underlying silicon substrate. For even smaller patterns we used EBL.

Figure 4. 100-nm-thick ALD Al₂O₃ films deposited on silicon wafer were patterned using DUV lithography and ICP etched with a BCl₃ and Ar plasma. SEM images of disc array were taken at 45° tilt.
For EBL patterning, we used the negative tone HSQ resist and the positive tone ZEP resist (Fig. 5). With 40-nm-thick HSQ, we patterned gratings, and disc arrays. The HSQ discs were 30 nm in diameter and the array pitch was 150 nm. The patterns were transferred by ICP etch into the 10-nm-thick ALD alumina and the disc diameter increased slightly to 40 nm. The HSQ/alumina hard mask was used for ICP etch of silicon. We obtained vertical side wall Si pillar arrays 56 nm in diameter and 770 nm tall using a standard and non-optimized process. For HSQ gratings, the finest lines were 14 nm, and the pitch was 50 nm. The lines broadened slightly to 18 nm after pattern transfer into alumina, and using it as the hard mask, we etched 180 nm into the silicon. Using 80-nm-thick ZEP, we patterned gratings and cavity arrays. The finest gratings had 40 nm line-width and 120 nm pitch. Resist patterns were transferred into the alumina with ICP etching. The remaining ZEP was removed, and the anticipated narrower alumina lines were subsequently used as a hard mask for silicon etching. The etch depth was 300 nm and the aspect ratio was measured to 7.5. For both HSQ and ZEP, the patterned gratings had a slightly negative etch profile. This was possibly due to charging effects of non-conductive HSQ and alumina hard mask, which deflects the incoming ion species during Si plasma etching, and thus give a negative etching profile.

Silicon structures in figure 5 were extremely difficult to produce using a resist mask because of insufficient selectivity and mask erosion. Other hard masks include thermal silicon oxide [24], HSQ [25], silicon carbide...
[26], chromium [27], and ALD alumina assisted pattern transfer of directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers [17], [18]. Aspect ratios higher than 50 for sub-50 nm structures was reported [24], [25]. Prior art and our research shows that alumina can be a promising mask for nanoscale high aspect ratio etching.

In the second demonstration using ALD alumina as hard etch mask, the alumina patterns were transferred into single crystalline diamond (Figure 6). The lithography was performed using organic ice resist method [21]. The alumina mask is just 10-nm-thick, and it enables 200 nm deep etch into diamond. The masking alumina disc diameter is 200 nm, and diamond nanopillar is 200 nm tall, and its base is 400 nm in diameter. The diamond ICP process under-etched the alumina mask, which resulted in a tip shape.

Conclusions
We investigated ICP etching of ALD alumina on the nanoscale, and we provide a process development guideline. To avoid redeposition, an oxygen plasma chamber conditioning step is required before alumina etching. The resist is etched slightly faster than alumina, which means significant mask erosion that is transferred into the etch profile. For etching thicker alumina films, we recommend 2 mTorr, 25% Ar, 75% BCl$_3$. A 5 mTorr and 50% BCl$_3$ plasma is more robust in terms of plasma stability and resist selectivity, but it has an inferior etch profile. Unfortunately, both plasmas will lead to redeposition when etching the underlying silicon layer. For thinner alumina films and breaking through to underlying silicon, we recommend 10 mTorr, 100% BCl$_3$ plasma, but this process will quickly erode the resist mask. If trace amounts of alumina can be tolerated and resist erosion must be kept at a minimum, we recommend a 50% BCl$_3$ plasma at 10 mTorr. We recommend the lowest possible substrate bias for anisotropic etch, and high bias for low profile angle. For future studies, because prior work and we observed the best etching conditions at low pressures, we recommend the exploration of even lower pressure regimes, for example using an electron cyclotron resonance plasma etching or reactive ion beam etching.
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